
Tuesday 18.10.2022 – Students with Marko

WAT COURSE 
SYNTHESIS DAY!



TIMETABLE
9:00  Finalising your Personal Learning Points

10:00 Group work on your Synthesis Task

14.00  Groups’ presentations on WAT weeks
à 10-12 min per group, incl. discussion 

15.30  Synthesising discussion
à What did you learn during WAT Course? 

Compare the 
presentations with your 

Personal Learning Points: 
any differences? Why?
à Prepare to discuss 

and comment! 



YOUR
PRESENTATIONS!



Some general remarks

1) Our field (and WAT programme) is diverse!
à Interesting & inspiring, but not always easy: 

do make use of our advanced courses
à Also: plenty of connections between themes

2) We are diverse (as learners and people)!
à Different learning activities have pros and cons

3) Methods now thematically focused by week, 
but generally applicable in our field

à Not just about doing it (i.e. implementing)  
but also links to sustainability, society and 
governance – and, ultimately, to our values



SYNTHESISING DISCUSSION
In mixed groups of ~3 students

What were the biggest learning points for you during WAT Course? Why? 
- In terms of new knowledge (themes)
- In terms of new skills (methods)
- In terms of identity skills (context session + group work)
- In terms of WAT as a field and programme

What happens now? What advanced courses you take?

~15 
minutes

Discuss what you have learned during WAT Course
à Based on your personal Main Learning Points + Group Presentations

Let’s take a 
count into 10



SO, HOW WAS IT?

ANYTHING YOU 
WANT TO SHARE?



YOUR TASKS

1) Submit your group's presentation 
to MyCourses still today (Tuesday)

2) Submit your Personal Learning Points 
to MyCourses by Friday

3) Prepare for tomorrow’s group feedback session 
à More below



GROUP FEEDBACK

Tomorrow’s aim is to learn to give and receive 
personal feedback in a constructive manner
à We use an applied version of ‘I like, I wish’ method

(self-facilitated i.e. no external facilitator included)

Before tomorrow: read through the feedback template 
à Start to think what you want to write into the template

(you’ll have some 40 min for this tomorrow morning) 

à You will write feedback to each group member and for the   
entire group, structured through “Likes” and “Wishes”

ilikeiwish.org

LIKE’s = someone’s 
specific strengths

WISH’s = potential 
not yet fulfilled



ilikeiwish.org
(note that we’ll use a bit different version without external facilitator)



it’ll%be
%ok%

Thank you!


